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SECTION  A:  (total: 50 points)

Read the text on the following pages and, based on the information it

contains, answer questions  1  to 14.
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1. Taking  into  account  that  language  is  more  than  a  formal  structure,  comment  on  the
different opinions  and attitudes  regarding language present in the text  “Saying Nyet to
Russian”.  Use  the  following  extracts  as  starting  points:
(5 points)

 “Then came the revolution of the 1990’s, when the former republics began promoting
local languages as a symbol of independence.”(2nd par./lines 3-5)  

 “Small-scale linguistic scuffles in Ukraine led to such extremes as a proposed ban on
Russian  pop  music  and  the  formation  of  ultranationalist  “Ukrainization  teams”  to
harass sellers of Russian music and literature.”(2nd par./lines 11-15)

 “If Russian were to somehow become official again, other soviet habits would start to
creep back.” (3rd par./lines 13-15)

 “Over the past two years President Vladimir Putin has more than doubled the amount
of money appropriated for the protection of language.” (5th par./lines 1-4)

2. The  seventh  paragraph  presents  distinct  attitudes  that  two  generations  have  regarding
language.How do these views relate to the excerpt below? (5,0)

“One factor  that  always  seems  to occur  in  the demise of a language, according to
theorist  Hans Jürgen Sasse of the University of Cologne  in  Germany, is that  the
speakers begin to have  ‘collective doubts about  the usefulness of language loyalty.’
Once they start regarding their own langu language as inferior to the majority language,
people stop using it for all situations. Kids pick up on th on the attitude and prefer the
dominant  language.  ‘In  many  cases,  people  don’t  notice  until  they  sudde  suddenly
realize that their kids never speak the language, even at home,’ Whalen says.”
                                                         
               W.Wyat Gibbs.  “Saving Dying Languages” in  www.sciam.com,   August 
2002 

3. Relate the choice of the word “mausoleum” ( last paragraph) to the theme of the text. 
                                                                                                                                       (2 points)

4. What  is NATO and  the European Union’s  position in relation to the attempt to preserve
the Russian language?                                                                                                    (2
points)

5. In the last  paragraph, the lexical choice reflects a specific semantic field. Specify this field
and relate it to theme of the text.                                                                               (2
points)
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6. Identify  the  non-verbal  elements  in  the  fourth  paragraph  and  explain  their  function.  .
(4 points)

7. Explain and name the cohesive ties present in the following extracts:  (5 points)

a) “...  thousands  have  taken  to  the  streets  of  Moldova  and   Belarus  to  protest  it.”
(1st par./lines 5-6)

b) “If before more than 90 percent of the people in the Soviet territories spoke Russian,
now less than half do ...”   (1st par./lines 14-16)

c) “...  Russian is  under assault  even within Russia  itself.  As many as 10,000 foreign
words, such as  bucksi, voucher, biznesmen  and   bizneslunch, have  entered  the  language
within  the  past decade ...” (4th par.)

d) “Whether  we  like  it or  not,  half  of  Russian  business  is  conducted  in  English”.
(4th par./lines 8-9) 

e) “Perhaps so  ...” (7th par./line 1)

8. Analyze the examples below, considering the structure of information in English sentences.
Then relate such examples to the theme of the text:                                                   (4
points)

a) “Beyond the Motherland, the language is on the wane.” (subtitle)
b) “Not long ago the language rivaled English as a lingua franca of empire.” (2nd par./lines

1-2)
c) “Across the former Soviet territory, she can be found opening Russian-language centers

and  attending  Russian-language  “Olympiads”  where  students  compete  in  grammar
drills.”

    (5th par./lines 11-15)
d) “By the end of the decade, as few as 1 in 10 residents of the former Soviet territories

will speak Russian.” (caption)

9. The sentence “If  Russian were to  somehow become official  again,  other  Soviet  habits
would start to creep back.” (3rd par./lines 13-15) could have been written as follows:    (3,5
points)

“If Russian became official again, other Soviet habits would start to move back”.

Justify the syntactic and semantic choices present in the original sentence.

10. What do  the following underlined words or expressions mean according to the context? 
  Answer in Portuguese:  (2,5 points)

a) “Saying Nyet to Russian.”     (title)
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b) “Beyond the Motherland, the language is on the wane.”  (subtitle)
c)  “Anti-Russian  ‘affirmative  action’ programs  sprang  up ,  rewarding  those  who...”

(2nd par./lines 6- 7) 
d) “Small-scale linguistic scuffles in Ukraine ...”   (2nd par./lines 11-12)
e)  “... but a 20-year-old will greet him with blank stares.”    (1st par./lines 13-14) 

11. There  are  two  processes of  joining  single clauses  in  English,  which  result   in
complex  sentences.   Name  the  ways  in  which  the  sentences  below  are  combined,
focusing  on  the  semantic  value  expressed  by  the  linking  words.
(5 points)

a) “Then  came  the  revolutions  of  the  early  1990s,  when former  republics  began
promoting local languages as a symbol of independence.” (2nd par./lines 3-5)

b) “ ‘Whether we like it  or not,  half  of Russian business is  conducted in English.’ ”
(4th par./lines 8- 9)

c) “Others say Russian should be kept alive  so the countries of the former Soviet bloc,
like those of the European Union, will be able to communicate with each other, as
Putin points out.”                                                                                        (6th par./lines
6-10)

d) “ ‘We’re not going, anywhere, so why bother learning Russian?’ ” (7th par./lines 25-26)

e) “At the beginning of the 19th century, upper-class Russians spoke only French at home,
and  the  Westernizing  reforms  of  Peter  the  Great  brought  an  invasion  of  various
European words”.                                                                               (9th par./lines 4-9)

12. Considering  the  issue  of  word-formation  in  English,  group  the  words  below.   Then
explain the process that underlies each group.                                                                   (2
points)

anyone – government – unfortunately – reintroduce – independent

somewhere – generational – differently – grandmothers – ultranationalist

13. For each of the examples below, write a new sentence as similar as possible in meaning to
the original one, but using the word given. This word must not be altered in any way.  

       (5 points)

a) “Hardly anyone these days has a good word for the language of the former Soviet
Union.” 
ALMOST
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b) “Clearly, there are benefits to being able to speak the tongue of mother Russia.”
BENEFITIAL

c) “(  ...  )  but  there’s  an  undeniable  generational  divide  when  it  comes  to  speaking
Russian.”
CAN’T

                                             

d) “To run for political office there, candidates have been required to speak fluent Latvian
– despite the fact that Russian speakers make up 30 percent of the population.”
HOWEVER

e) “It’s not in our interest to admit countries that don’t have good relations within their
borders or  with their neighbors.”    
INTERESTED

14. There are two kinds of relative clauses in English.  Classify the  relative clauses below
and explain your classification.    (3 points)

                                                                                                                    
a) “...  who helps advise the Russian government on language policy.”  (1st par./lines 17-
19)

b) “... that  conduct classes solely in Russian ...”  (3rd par./lines 2-3)

c) “... whose party earlier this year helped organize demonstrations...” (3rd par./lines 10-
11)

d) “... where  Russianisms like moloko and droog invade English.”     (4th par./lines 6-8) 

e) “ ... who is lobbying to introduce language – purity laws ...”  (4th par./lines 10-11)

f) “... where students compete in grammar drills .”    (5th par./line 15)
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SECTION  B:  (total: 20 points)

Having in mind a reading-oriented course for “3º ano do Ensino Médio”,  discuss how
the text on page 15 can be approached. Then provide two examples of activities/exercises that
you would devise based on the points you mentioned.
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SEGUNDA PARTE - DISSERTAÇÃO (Valor: 30 pontos)

Desenvolva o tema sorteado sob a forma de  Dissertação, em cerca de três páginas.
Siga as orientações dadas nas páginas seguintes para discutir as questões. 

Se  desejar,  utilize  esta  folha para  rascunho,  sem  destacá-la  do  corpo  da  prova.
Entretanto, para efeito de avaliação, o rascunho não será considerado.

1)   

Discuss the teacher’s decision as to the program of sex education suggested by the British
Government, in the light of the following excerpt:

“In  many  English classes, the curriculum  reinforces  social  inequality. For  critical  educators, then,
the  English  curriculum  has  to  be seen as a  site of struggle, one  that  generates  different subject
positions for students around the issues of what it means to be a critical citizen rather than a good one.
The distinction is central to whether we educate students to adapt to existing relations of power  or  to
learn  how  to read  society  differently  so  as  to  apply  the  principles  of  a critical democracy  to the
creation  of  new  and  radical  forms  of  community”. 

(In  ARONOWITZ,S.  & GIROUX, H. Postmodern Education. Minneapolis: University of Minnesota
Press,1991: 96-97)

 

CONTEMPORARY ISSUES: THE ROLE OF TEACHERS.
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 2)

 

The passage above points to the involvement of teachers in research. Comment on this issue,    
relating it to the professional formation of teachers.

The passage above points to the involvement of teachers in research.  Comment on this
issue, relating it to the professional formation of teachers.

3)   

Read the text “Words to Learn By” and, having in mind your concepts of teaching and learning a
foreign  language,  comment  on the  program for  languages  described in  the  article.  Center  your
discussion on the aspects of vocabulary and fluency

         
         

4)
TEACHING AND LEARNING  READING

TEACHING AND LEARNING ENGLISH

“Through active involvement in research, teachers can ‘see’ their own classrooms
and  gain  critical  insights  which  they  probably  never  would  from reading   the
reports of more ‘objective’ researchers.”

                                          MERCER, N. The Guided Construction of Knowledge.
                                                   Clevedon:Multilingual Matters,1995:119                             

CONTEMPORARY ISSUES: TEACHER / RESEARCHER
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“In an age of manipulation when our students are in dire need of critical strengh to
resist the continuing assaults of all the media, the worst thing we can do is foster in them an
attitude of reverence before texts.”

(  Scholes,  1985:16  apud  Wallace:  “Critical  Literacy  Awareness  in  the  EFL
Classroom”).

                   Taking the quotation above as illustration, discuss “critical reading” in a classroom.
  
  

5) 

2
3 Read the passage below and discuss the following aspects:

          . the theoretical framework of ESP.
          . the teacher’s role within this perspective.

       

                                   
6)

4 The excerpt below reflects  certain assumptions  on evaluation.  Taking into account the
guiding   principles of the PCNs (5ª- 8ª) related to evaluation comment on the passage:

7)
        

“[ Tests are ] supposed to be diagnostic tools – to help pinpoint gaps in learning.
They don’t provide a full picture of a child’s (...) accomplishments any more than a
single blood test can supply all the data a doctor needs to treat a patient.”
                      
                                                                      Newsweek, June 19, 2000.

   EVALUATION

 TEACHING 

ENGLISH FOR SPECIFIC PURPOSES

    “In teaching general English teachers generally  felt  as providers  of  knowledge, with
students playing the role of receivers. Teachers felt secure, as they possessed knowledge
which the students did not have, i. e. , they  had  English. In ESP teaching, however, the
student has the knowledge of her/his subject, which is very often totally unknown to the
teacher.”
                                            
                                     CELANI, M. A.A . “A Retrospective view of  ESP Teacher Education
                                             Programme” in the ESPecialist, São Paulo, vol. 19 nº 2, p.236
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5 Considering  textbooks  and  authentic  texts  as  potential  sources  of  materials  available,
which aspects  should be taken into account  as regards the choice of materials  in a reading –
oriented course?

8)

Use the quotation  above to discuss the issue of coherence in discourse.

9)

  
  Use the quotation above as a starting point for a discussion on the syntactic and
  communicative properties of the reported speech. 

     

  10) 

   Based  on  the  excerpt  above,  discuss  the  syntactic  and  communicative  properties  of  modal
auxiliaries.

COHERENCE  AND 

“. . . although formal links reinforce the unity of discourse, they cannot,
on their own, create it.”
                                                 COOK, G. Discourse. Oxford, OUP,1993:23

REPORTED SPEECH

“There are several modes in which other people’s language may be reported. The 
most explicit modes are introduced by a reporting clause . . .”
                                  
                                 (QUIRK et allii. A Comprehensive Grammar of the English
                                           Language. New York, Longman,1985)             

 THE VERB PHRASE: MODALS

 “Modal auxiliaries allow the speaker to express an attittude to the non-factual  and  
non-temporal elements of the situation.”
  
                                          LEWIS, M. The English Verb. London, LTP, 1986:100
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